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Scaling up Climate
Action in Cities.
Tools for Climate Action
Planning
General overview of process and tools.
Experience in Cape Town & Salvador
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Agenda

01. CLIMATE ACTION PLANNING PROCESS
AND TOOLS

Overview and Introduction – Inés Lockhart

02. TOOLS AND APPROACHES IN CITY OF
CAPE TOWN

Experience with CIRIS and Pathways tool – Stephen Davis

03. PRIORITIZATION AND STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT IN SALVADOR

Experience with ASAP tool – Matheus Ortega
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Section 1

Climate Action
Planning process
and tools
Overview and introduction of the
Climate Action Planning process
and the available tools and
resources.
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Climate action planning tools
GET
STARTED
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Note: this list is not exhaustive. Available tools and resources in www.c40knowledgehub.org

Thank you

Section 2

City of Cape
Town: Tools and
Approaches
The role of CIRIS and Pathways in
developing a GHG Inventory,
developing scenarios and setting
targets for citywide carbon
neutrality by 2050
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City of Cape Town: tools and approaches
Energy 2040 Goal
Carbon Neutrality by 2050

Add image credit here

2015: Energy 2040 Goal and
Sustainable Energy and CAP
Using a bottom up LEAP model to
determine ‘technically feasible’
targets (in line with national
commitments). Supported by local
consultants
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Add image credit here

Nov 2017: Launch of Deadline 2020

Significant ramping up of a
greenhouse gas mitigation ambition

Add image credit here

Deadline 2020 Inception workshop

Developing a vision for 2050

City wide GHG inventory
The city has been carrying out
annual GHG inventory and
CDP reporting using inhouse
capacity since 2015
The city has adopted CIRIS as
its preferred tool for carrying
out annual GHG inventory.
CIRIS enables GPC compliance
and facilitates reporting to
CDP and the Unified reporting
platform

Cape Town GHG Emissions by sector (2018)
Cape Town Emissions by sector (2018)
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Source: Sustainable Energy Markets Department, City of Cape Town

GHG Scenarios Development
Additional support from C40 was required to carry out the scenario modelling

CO2

Cutting the City’s Carbon
emissions to near zero by
2050 is CONTINGENT on
the shifting of heavily
vested value chains to
clean grid power and
electrify transport
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The

Cutting Transport
Emissions through
electrification is
DEPENDENT on clean grid
power

Residual
Emissions

Scenario 1: Green
Economy Future

Enabling Role

Pathways
The City may in future carry out future modelling with less support from C40. However it needs to align with
more detailed energy modelling and data analysis carried out by the City
§ In the CAP Programme, this tool was an invaluable component of developing the evidence base and
§ Facilitating stakeholder buy-in for the aspirations of carbon neutrality
§ Transparency and reporting
are essential
Scenario
1: Green Economy Future (Close to Carbon Neutral)

GHG Scenarios Development
Scenario 2: Ambition under limited mandate and opportunity
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Source: C40 M&P / Sustainable Energy Markets Department, City of Cape Town

City of Cape Town: tools and
approaches
Emergent insights
Tools have a role to play, but they need to build on existing approaches, and
meet the specific needs of the city.
§

CIRIS meets a definitive need (but doesn’t unfortunately align with all
reporting obligations). Also, more support needed to improve data, and
expand to BASIC+ reporting

§

Pathways has been useful, but the appetite for technical approaches to
developing the evidence base can fluctuate, and it needs to align with
other modelling approaches used with similar intent

§

There was limited appetite for other CAP Programme tools in Cape
Town because of a concern about supplanting existing approaches and
processes AND limited capacity to engage with new tools. However the
functionality of the tools is not their only value, the embedded
principles are useful

§

Tools also need to be used as part of a multi-faceted approach to
climate action planning
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Some tools will be
indispensable, others may
require additional capacity
to maximise their value,
and others may not be
applicable

Thank you

Section 3

Prioritization and
stakeholder
engagement in
Salvador
Experience with ASAP tool –
selecting and prioritising actions
for the Climate Action Plan
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Why need a tool for Action Prioritisation?
After building the evidence base and setting targets for
the short & long term, the main challenge for Salvador
was how to ensure that prioritised actions were:
1- Inclusive – inclusive process, policy and impact
2- Impactful – higher mitigation/adaptation outcomes
3- Implementable – feasible according to city’s reality
… with a clear and transparent methodology.
Context: covid-19 & a virtual stakeholder engagement
process; pre-elections with opposing groups; hundreds of
contributions (how to filter them?); political challenges to
specific actions (e.g., bus fleet electrification)
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ASAP Process in Salvador

How to come up
with a robust long
list of actions?
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How to select
criteria to define
key actions?

How to evaluate
which actions
rank higher?

How to choose
final priority
actions?

Inclusive
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Impactful

Impactful

Impactful

Impactful

Implementable

Implementable

Implementable

Implementable

ASAP Process in Salvador

ASAP Phase 1 – Setting up a Long List of Actions
1. Action Identification
•

142 actions were compiled in a robust long list
of possible actions for the plan;

•

Then, actions were reviewed (and other
actions suggested) by C40 technical leads;

•

Actions from a GIZ study in the city of Salvador
on sustainable tourism were included;

•

Actions from a C40 Inclusive Climate Action
(ICA) report were further included;

•

Addition of further adaptation actions after a
request from the city and a more thorough
analysis from consultants;

the most inclusive and impactful possible!
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Figure 1. Public consultation stakeholder
distribution for the Long List of Actions

City Departments: 26
Civil Society & Academia: 52
C40 and other CAPs: 44
Consultants: 20

ASAP Phase 2 – Defining Criteria and City Priorities
2. Action Selection
•

The long list of actions went through an
initial screening to ensure they are
climate actions and non-harmful (4
actions were removed, other 15 were
put on hold);

•

Public consultation was held with civil
society to define what would be the key
criteria for co-benefits and feasibility;

•

Once criteria were defined, the ASAP
tool could be used to rank actions;
the most inclusive and implementable possible!
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Figure 2. Public consultation stakeholders to
select ASAP criteria

ASAP Phase 3 – Ranking Actions with Tool
3. Action Evaluation
•

With the ASAP tool, actions were ranked
according to the 3 main criteria: [1] primary
benefits, [2] co-benefits and [3] viability.

•

This process was done by consultants and a
list of actions by ranking was presented to the
city focal points.

•

The interesting thing about the tool is that the
points given to each action are customizable
according to the definition of criteria;

•

After aligning with the city hall on their
priorities a short list of 58 actions was created.

the most impactful and implementable possible!
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ASAP Phase 4 – Prioritising Key Actions
4. Action Prioritization
•

The entire ASAP process had one main objective: enable a technical
and transparent decision-making process of reducing a long list of
141 actions to a short list of 58 actions;

•

Though in a complex context of covid-19 and
upcoming political elections, the ASAP process in
Salvador managed to include several stakeholders,
including the civil society in an open virtual
participation. The decision-making process was
mostly defined by the city focal point, SECIS,
however the validation of actions went through a
close alignment with each of the city departments.
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the most inclusive, impactful and implementable possible!

Thank you
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